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Summary 
The meteorological situation during the cruise of RV POLARSTERN into the 
deep Antarctic ice pack in winter 1986 is described. Handmade anaiyses of sur- 
face pressure charts over the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean. radiosonde 
data and three hourly weather observations give an  overview for each day from 
16 July to 10 September. 
Typical periods in development and behaviour of synoptic systems are discussed, 
and mean surface pressure charts and storm tracks are presented. 
1. Introduction 
1.1. General 
The pack ice Zone of the Southern Ocean is one of the least  explored regions of the 
earth.  Allthough the great importance of this area  for oceanic and atmospheric 
circulations a s  well a s  for the  biological and biochemical processes within and 
beneath the ice is  well known, little data  is available, especially in  winter. The 
Alfred-Wegener-Institute fur  Po la r  and  Marine Research ini t ia ted a winter 
expedition to the Weddell Sea,  called WWSP 86 (Winter Weddell Sea Project 
1986). This expedition was divided in  two legs. The first  one started end of J u n e  
1986 in Bahia Blanca (Argentine) and ended on 20. September 1986 in  Cape 
Town (South Africa). The Course is  plotted in fig 1. 
Besides of a large number of scientific personnel, a rneteorological group from the 
Seewetteramt in  Hamburg participated and was responsible for synoptic services. 
Routine observations of meteorological surface and  upper a i r  data  as well a s  
forecasts for ship,  helicopters and  support of other  groups in  meteorological 
questions were the main tasks. 
This atlas is based On material  produced during the cruise by this synoptic group. 
The charts and  da ta  were revised afterwards and a re  presented to give a n  over- 
view of the synoptic situation. The at las  has  the followingcontent: 
- daily surface pressure char ts  
- daily radiosonde plots 
- three hourly weather observations 
- mean surface pressure char ts  for 
- the  whole period of the  leg 
- special synoptic periods 
- tracks of pressure systems 
- description of the synoptic situation 
- some conclusions. 
POLARSTERN C R U I S E  A N T A R C T I C  V/2 
A W I N T E R  W E D D E L L  S E A  P R O J E C T  1986 @ 
W I l I 
ALFRED-WEGENER I N S T I T U T E  FOR POLAR AND MARI  NE RESEARCH 
DRIFTF 
DRIFTF 
ORIFTF 
F .  1 :  Course of R.V. POLARSTERN during WWSP 86, leg one. Positions are 
daily a t  12.00 UTC. 
1.2. Daily w e a t h e r  c h a r t s  
The analyses of the charts are  handmade and based on synoptic observations of 
Antarctic. South American and South African statiÃ¼n as  well a s  ships a s  far as  
available, Data from 10 drifting buoys launched from RV POLARSTERN, two 
others in the Weddell Sea  from the British Scott Polar Research Institute and 
satellite images formed a second set  of useful material .  Especially the buoy data ,  
which are normally not available in such a number ,  and the continuous inter- 
pretation of satellite images make the present char ts  of a high accuracy, keeping 
in mind that  i t  is a data  sparse area ,  nevertheless. 
Comparisons with objective analyses of the European Center for MediumRange 
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) in  Reading, UK. and of the  British Meteorological 
Office in Bracknell. which were received on board. too. showed deviations from 
time to time, which may be explained by rnissing the information contained in the 
satellite images. The quality of the analyses and. a s  a consequence, of the pre- 
dicted fields became bet ter ,  when all  buoys from RV POLARSTERN were 
launched, and six hourly radiosonde data were delivered via the Global Tele- 
communication System for worldwide use. 
In this context i t  mus t  be mentioned that  numerical products from these global 
prediction models were a reliable source for medium-range planning of weather- 
dependent projects. Their improving quality due  to a denser data  coverage proves 
the irnportance of such a drifting buoy network. 
1.3. R a d i o s o n d e  d a t a  a n d  t h r e e  hour ly  w e a t h e r  o b s e r v a t i o n s  
Radiosondes were launched every six hours. As far a s  available the midnight and 
noon ascents are  plotted. The Vaisala MicroCora system used with RS 80 sondes 
calculates winds by the Omega navaid signals which track the sonde. Due to poor 
signals in surface layers, the  winds beneath 1000 meters are of low quality most 
of the time, but  should be accurate to 1 m's  above this  level. 
Three hourly weather observations include visual information, like clouds and 
significant weather.  Several \VMO codes necessary t Ã  Interpret  the  d a t a  are  
provided in the Appendix. 

2. Daily weather charts, radiosonde plots a n d  SYNOP weather 
observations (16 J u l y  - 10 September 1986) 
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9 8 2 . 1  
9 8 2 . 1  
9 7 3 . 3  
9 6 8 . 3  
l b ' t . 2  
WIND 
deq kts 
3 2 0  2 0  
3 2 0  2 1  
3 2 0  2 1  
3 4 0  3 7  
3 + 0  3 7  
3 4 0  3 5  
TEMPERATURE CLOUDS 
N 4 h C, CM 
9 I 
9 I 
9 I 
8 8 Z 6 I 1 
8 8 1 6 1 1 
8 8  2  6  1 1 
AIR 
'C 
-2 .3  
- 2 . 1  
-2 .1  
-2 .1  
- 2 . 1  
- 1 . 9  
VIS 
vm 
4.00  
4 . 0 0  
4 . 0 0  
. 5 0  
- 5 0  
1 0 . 0 0  
OEW PT 
'C 
-4.6 
-4.1 
-4 .1  
-3.2 
-3.2 
- 2 . 4  
WEATHER 
W W, W, 
0 2  7  2  
7 1  7  2  
7 1  7  2  
7 3  7  2  
7 3  7  2  
7 1  7  7  
WATER 
'C 
-1 .9  
-1.9 
-1 .9  
-1 .9  
-1 .9  
-1 .9  

POSITION 
Ã A 
65.08 7.3E 
65.28 7.66 
65.48 7.qE 
65 .35  8.0E 
6 5 - 3 5  Â§.O 
65.3s 8.0E 
PRESS. WIND TEMPERATURE CLOUOS VIS WEAT 
AIR OEW PT1 WATER N & h C, Cn 
hPa deq kts .C .C 'C km 
POLARSTERN 9 6  6 5 . 3 0 s  8 .00E  4/  8 / 8 6  1 0 8 5 2  
-80 -60 - 4 0  -20 0 20 
TEMPERATURE DER C I+, A I R  TEMP. Q i DEW POINT1 
POLARSTERN 9 8  6 5 . 4 9 s  7 . 6 9 E  4/  8 / 8 6  2 2 1 5 9  
-80 -60 -40 - 2 0  0 20 
TEMPERATURE DEG C i* ,  A I R  TEMP. Â¥ 8 DEW POINT1 

POSITION 
V t 
PRESS WIND 1 TEMPERATURE 
AIR O E W  PT1 WATER 
POLARSTERN 100 65.90s 6.70E 5/  8/86 10152 
-80 -60 -40  -20 0 20 
TEMPERATURE DEG C I+, A I R  TEMP. Ã ˆ  DEW P O I N T )  
POLARSTERN I 0 2  66 .21s  6.16E 5/  8/86 23: 3 
-80 - 6 0  - 4 0  -20 0 20 
TEMPERATURE DES C H, A I R  TEMP. Ãˆ DEM P O I N T 1  

- 
POSITION 
V A 
6. AUGUST 1 9 8 5  
f t , h C , C ~ & .  
POLARSTERN 104 66.67s 5.05E 6/  8/86 10:57 
-80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 
TEMPERATURE DEG C I+* A I R  TEMP. Ã ˆ  DEW POINT1 
POLARSTERN 106 67 .20s  3.76E 6 /  8 /86  23816 
-80 -60 - 4 0  -20 0 2 0  
TEMPERATURE DEG C C + ,  A I R  TEMP. * i  DEW POINT1  

7. AUGUST l9d5 
TIME 
UTC 
h 
J 
b 
9 
1 2  
15 
18 
POSITION 
V ^ 
PRESS. 
974.3 
975.2 
978.6 
981.9 
984.2 
POLARSTERN 1 0 8  6 7 . 7 0 s  2 .80E  7f 8 / 8 6  11 :  0 
-80  -60 -40 -20  0 20 
TEMPERATURE OEG C Ã ‡  A I R  TEMP. Q i  DEW P O I N T 1  
POLARSTERN 110  6 8 . 1 2 s  1 .84E  7 /  8 / 8 6  2 3 ' 2 0  
-80 -60  -40  -20 0 20 
TEMPERATURE OEG C i*, A I R  TEMP. Ã ˆ  DEM P O I N T )  

TIME 
UTC 
h 
- 
3 
b 
9 
I 2 
1 5  
1 8  
POSITION PRESS. WIND TEMPERATURE 
AIR OEW PT WATER 
0 8 - 2 8  l . b E  9 8 8 . 2  2 1 0  7 19.0 22 .b  -1.8 
6 8 . 3 8  1.3E 9 9 0 . 2  2 9 0  6 2 0 . 0  23.9 -1.8 
6 8 - 4 8  1.2E 9 9 2 . 0  3 2 C  6 19.8 22.8 -1.8 
68.48 1.1E 9 9 2 . 0  3 0  8 15.6 -18 .0  -1.8 
6 8 . 4 8  1.1E 991.2  4 0  11 11.0 13 .2  -1.8 
6 8 . 4 8  1.1E 9 8 9 . 9  1 0  1 8  -7.1 -9.0 - l , 8  
POLARSTERN 114 6 8 . 5 0 s  1 .03E  8 /  8 / 8 6  231 5 
0 2 ,  , , 
-80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 
TEMPERATURE DEG C i+i AIR TEMP.  Ã ˆ  DEW P O I N T 1  

POLARSTERN 116  6 8 . 6 0 s  0 .80E  9 /  8 / 8 6  1 0 1 4 3  
TIME 
UTC 
h 
3 
6 
9 
1 2  
1 5  
1 8  
L , ,  
-80 -60 -40 - 2 0  0 2 0  
TEMPERATURE DEG C i*i A I R  TEMP. 0 8  DEW POINT1 
POLARSTERN 118  6 8 . 6 7 s  0.91E 9/ 8 / 8 6  23: 8 
POSITION 
iÃ A 
6 3 . 5 5  .9E 
63 .55  3 9 s  
6 8 . 6 5  006 
68.65 .8E 
68 .65  .9E 
63 .65  - q F  
PRESS. 
hPa 
9 8 4 . 1  
980.2 
9 7 5 . 1  
974.0  
9 7 8 . 9  
982.2  
WIND 
deg kts 
5 0  1 4  
6 0  2 2  
4 0  3 3  
3 6 0  3 2  
3 5 0  3 3  
3 6 0  3 0  
TEMPERATURE CLOUDS 
N N(, h C, C" C& 
'3 / 
8 3 2 6 / / 
8 3 2 6 / / 
d 8 3 8 1 / 
7 7 2 6 0 0 
9 / 
AIR 
'C 
-6.3 
-4 .7  
-3.1 
-2 .4  
-10 .1  
-13.3 
VIS 
km 
2.00 
2 .00  
2 .00  
4 .00  
1 . 0 0  
4.00 
OEW PT 
'C 
-8.5 
-6.9 
-5.0 
-4.7 
-12.6 
-16 .4  
WEATHER 
W-M W, W? 
7 3  7 / 
7 3  7 7 
7 1  7 7 
2 2  7 7 
2 2  7 7 
2 2  7 7 
WATER 
'C 
-1.8 
-1.3 
-1.8 
-1.8 
-1.8 
-1.8 

POLARSTERN 120 68.68s l.OOE 10/ 8/86 10153 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
- 8 0  - 6 0  - 4 0  - 2 0  0 2 0  
TEMPERATURE DEG C ( + I  A I R  TEMP. * n  DEW P O I N T 1  
POLARSTERN 122 68 .69s  0.99E 10/ 8/86 23818 
TEMPERATURE DEG C i + *  A I R  TEMP. + i  DEW P O I N T 1  

POLARSTERN I 2 4  68 .75s  0 . 9 4 E  I l /  8 / 8 6  10150  
1I.AUGUST 1 9 8 6  
POLARSTERN I 2 6  6 8 . 7 5 s  0.891; l l /  8 / 8 6  2 2 1 5 6  
TIME 
UTC 
h 
3 
b 
9 
1 2  
1 5  
1 8  
POSITION 
i* A 
68.78 - 9 E  
6 3 . 7 5  - 9 E  
6 8 . 7 5  .9E 
6 8 . 6 s  - 9 E  
bf i .88 .'?E 
68 .88  . 9 E  
PRESS. 
h 
1 0 0 0 . 0  
9q8.2  
9 9 7 . 2  
997.2 
1000.2  
1003.9  
WIND 
deq Ms 
4 0  2 0  
3 0  2 2  
1 0  2 3  
2 9 0  1 7  
2 9 0  1 5  
TEMPERATURE CLOU05 
N 4 h C, C* C& 
9 I 
9 1 
8 8 1 b 1 1 
8 8 2 b I I 
8 8 2 6 1 1 
9 I 
WATER 
'C 
-1.8 
-1.8 
-1.8 
-1.8 
-1.8 
-1.8 
AIR DEW PT 
"C 1 'C 
VIS 
km 
2.00 
2 .00  
1.00 
2 .00  
. 5 0  
1 0 . 0 0  
- 1 8 . 7  
q 0 2 4 - 1 5 . 5 - 1 3 . 5  
-13.2 
-11.0 
-10 .6  
-15.4 
WEATHER 
W", W, W, 
7 3  7 2 
7 1  7 7 
7 1  7 7 
2 2  7 7 
7 3  7 2 
0 2  7 2 
-21.5 
-16.2 
-13.6 
-12.5 
-19.6 

TIME 
UTC 
h 
3 
6 
9 
I 2  
15 
18 
P O S I T I O N  PRESS. WIND TEMPERATURE CLOUDS VIS WEATHER 
V A AIR OEW PT WATER N r^, h C, Cu Cu W W, W? 
hP0 deq kts 'C 'C 'C km 
POLARSTERN 129 68 .88s  0.15E l2/ 8/86 2 3 1  5 
-80 -60 -40 -20 0 2 0  
TEMPERATURE DEG C ( * I  A I R  TEMP. Ãˆ DEW P O I N T 1  

POSITION 
V Ã 
PRESS. WIND TEMPERATURE 
AIR ' D E w  PT WATEF 
950 .5  3bO 22 -2.2 -5 .1  -1 .8  
9 5 6 . 0  340  25 10 .8  13.4 -1 .8  
9 6 5 . 1  32C 2 0  15 .1  18.0 -1 .8  
973.0 310  17  16.2 19 .3  -1.8 
980 .2  2 9 0  16 17.6 21.2 -1 .8  
985 .6  270  16 19.3 23.2 -1.8 
POLARSTERN 131 6 8 . 9 3 s  0 . 2 0 E  l 3 /  8 / 8 6  1 0 - 4 9  
T E M P E R A T U R E  DEG C ( + X  A I R  T E M P .  6 ,  DEM P O I N T 1  
POLARSTERN 133 6 9 . 0 0 s  0.2OE 13/ 8 / 8 6  2 2 - 5 4  

A U G U S T  1986 
POLARSTERN 135  69 .25S 0.lOW l 4 /  8 / 8 6  1 0 8 5 6  
-80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 
T E M P E R A T U R E  DEG C I+! A I R  TEMP.  * *  DEM P O I N T )  
POLARSTERN 137  6 9 . 4 9 s  0.40W 1 4 1  8 / 8 6  2 3 1  2 
I 
L .  r .  ^  3 .. , , L 
-80 -60 - 4 0  -20 0 20 
T E M P E R A T U R E  D E G  C f + i  A I R  TEMP.  Â¥> D E M  P O I N T )  

POLARSTERN 139 69 .50s  0.45'4 l 5 /  8 /86  10150  
TIME 
UTC 
h 
3 
b 
9 
TEMPERATURE DEG C i * ~  A I R  T E M P .  0 %  DEW P O I N T 1  
POLARSTERN 141 69 .32s  1.02'4 l 5 /  8 / 8 6  2 3 :  I 
POSITION 
9 A 
09.58 . 4U  
69.58 . ^ H  
69.58 .5W 
T E M P E R A T U R E  OEG C I + ,  A I R  T E M P .  Ã ˆ  D E M  P O I N T )  
PRESS. 
hP0 
qdb.0 
902.0 
980.0 
WIND 
deg k ts  
50 2'4 
k 0  32 
'>0 32 
TEMPERATURE 
AIR OEW PT 'WATER 
'C 'C 1 Â¥ 
-7.51 -q.51 - 1 .8  
-5.5 -7.5 -1.8 
-5.1 -7.3 -1.8 
CLOUDS 
N N- h C, CM Cn 
9 / 
9 / 
8 d 2 b / / 
VIS 
km 
2.00 
2.00 
1.00 
W3THER 
ww W, W, 
7 1  7 I 
73 7 7 
7 1  7  7 

POLARSTERN 143 6 9 . 3 0 s  1.36W I 6 /  8 / 8 6  1 0 ~ 5 0  
1b.AUGUST l 9 d b  
TEMPERATUR? DEG C t + i  A I R  TEMP. 4s DEM P O I N T 1  
WEATHB 
ww +I, W 
PRESS. 
hPa 
TIME 
UTC 
h 
VIS 
km 
WIND 
deq kts 
POSITION 
Ã \ 
CLOUOS 
N .\ h C, Cn Cn 
TEMPERATURE 
WATER 
'C 
AIR ' O E ' &  PT 
'C 'C 

POLARSTERN 146  6 9 . 4 0 s  2.50W 17 /  8 / 8 6  1 1 1 2 0  
l7.AUGUST 1985 
5 ,  , , , 
- 8 0  - 6 0  - 4 0  - 2 0  0 2 0  
TEHPERATURE DEG C ( + '  A I R  TEHP. Ã ˆ  DEW P O I N T 1  
TIME 
UTC 
h 
3 
b 
9 
12 
15 
1 
POLARSTERN 148  6 9 . 1 2 s  3.70W l 7 /  8 / 8 6  231 3  
0 L 
- 8 0  - 6 0  - 4 0  - 2 0  0 2 0  
TEMPERATURâ DEG C ( * I  A I R  TEMP. DEW P 0 1 N T l  
POSITION 
V A 
69.4s 2.3U 
bf.45 2.3W 
bq.55 2.5K 
69-48 2.6h 
69-/1^^.LW971.2 
69.15 3.bK 
PRESS. 
iPa 
974.1 
q73.0 
975.8 
374.1 
971.2 
WIND 
deg kts 
90 44 
80 45 
bC 3 4  
9 0  47 
80 54 
80 46 
VIS 
km 
. 50 
5 0  
2.00 
2.00 
0 0  
2.00 
CLOUOS 
N % h C, CM Cn 
9 / 
9 / 
7 7 2 6 0 C 
d 8 2 6 1 / 
9 1 
9 
TEMPERATURE k'EATP=% 
ww W, W, 
73 7 7 
73 7 7 
71 7 7 
73 7 7 
39 7 7 
73 7 7 
AIR 
'C 
-12.5 
-12.7 
-15.1 
-14.0 
-11.9 
-10.9 
OEW PT WATER 
.C 1 .C 
-1- 
-14.7 
-16.9 
-16.2 
-13.8 
-13.1 
-1.8 
-1.0 
-1.8 
-1.8 
-1.8 
-1.8 

0 1 TEMPERATURE CLOUOS VIS W 
M, h 
POLARSTERN 150 69.15s 4.35W l 8 /  8/86 l 1 1  24 
- 8 0  - 6 0  - 4 0  - 2 0  0 2 0  
TEMPERATURE DEG C ( + C  A I R  TEMP. 4 ,  DEM POINT1 

POSITION 
V A 
O d . 8 8  4 . 4 U  
6 8 . 7 8  4 .3U 
6 6 . 7 8  3 . 8 H  
6 8 - 6 8  3 . 7 U  
6 8 . 6 s  3 . 5 U  
0 8 . 5 s  3.Ou 
- 
PRESS 
hP0 
9 6 3 . 1  
9 6 2 . 2  
9 6 1 . 6  
9 0 1 . 1  
' 3 6 2 . 3  
9 b 3 . h  
1 9 .  A U G U S T  
ww W, W, 
POLARSTERN 152 6 8 . 6 0 s  3.60W l 9 /  8 / 8 6  1 0 1 4 0  
I 
\ ,  , , , 
-80  -60 -40 -20 0 20 
TEMPERATURE DEG C ( * s  A I R  TEMP.  es DEW P O I N T 1  
POLARSTERN 1 5 4  8 6 . 4 0 s  2.86W l 9 /  8 / 8 6  231  0 
-80 -60  - 4 0  -20  0 20 
TEMPERATURE DEG C ! * *  A I R  T E M P .  Â¥ 8 DEW P O I . 1 T l  

A U G U S T  1986  
POLARSTERN 156 6 7 . 7 5 s  l . 96W 2 0 /  8 / 8 6  10150  
TIME 
UTC 
'1 
J 
6 
Y 
2 
1 5  
1 0  
TEMPERATURE DEG C ( + I  A I R  TEMP. Ã ˆ  DEW P O I N T 1  
POLARSTERN 158  6 7 . 5 8 s  0.85W 2 0 1  8 / 8 6  2 3 :  6 
TEMPERATURE DEG C (+ i  A I R  TEMP. 6 1  DEW P O I N T 1  
POSITION 
4 \ 
od.LS 2.lM 
oa.05 1.88 
b7.9S l .9h 
67.7s l.9H 
67.65 2.0U 
6 7 - 6 5  1.9U 
PRESS 
P 
972 .2  
973.0 
975.1 
976.2 
978.2 
930.2 
WIND 
deq kts 
1 6 0  26 
Ibo  33 
1 8 0  31 
170  32 
180 30 
200 20 
CLOUDS 
N i\ h C, Cu Cu 
9 4 
b  b 4 5 0 0 
3 3 5 5 0 0 
3 2 b 0 3 2 
8 6 b 5 1 1 
8 8 2 8 / / 
TEMPERATURE VIS 
km 
10 .00  
10 .00  
10 .00  
20.00 
20.00 
20 .00  
AIR 
'C 
-15.6 
-13 .6  
-15.5 
-15.3 
-13.0 
-12.8 
WEATHER 
ww W, W; 
0 2  I / 
0 2  2 2 
0 1  2 2 
02 1 1 
02 1 1 
0 2  1 1 
DEW PT WATER 
"C 1 
-20.5 
-19.2 
-20.4 
-20.8 
-18.3 
-17.4 
-1.3 
-1.8 
-1.3 
-1.8 
-1.3 
-1.8 

POSITION 
V A 
POLARSTERN 160 67 .20s  0.02'4 2 l /  8 / 8 6  10157 
TEMPERATURE DEG C ( + ,  A I R  TEMP. Â ¥ Ã  DEM P O I N T )  
POLARSTERN 162 6 6 . 8 9 s  0.64E 2 l /  8 / 8 6  2 3 1 3 6  
- 8 0  -60  - 4 0  - 2 0  0 2 0  
TEMPERATURE OEG C ( * ,  A I R  TEMP. 4 ,  OEW P O I N T )  

POLARSTERN 1 6 6  6 6 . 0 9 s  2 .28E  2 2 /  8 / 8 6  2 3 1  4 
2Z.AUGUST 1 9 8 6  
POLARSTERN 164 6 6 . 5 0 s  1 . 50E  2 2 /  8 / 8 6  1 1 : 13  
TIME 
UTC 
Ãˆ 
3  
b 
9  
L 
1 5  
1  
I 
I 
r 
- 8 0  - 6 0  - 4 0  - 2 0  0 2 0  
T E M P E R A T U R E  OEG C I+* A I R  TEMP.  Ã ˆ  DEW P O I N T 1  
POSITION 
V A 
ob.SS .9E 
0 6 . 7 5  1 . l E  
6 6  1 . 3 6  
5  1.5E 
6 b . ^ S  1.7E 
3  1.9E 
CLOUDS 
N 4 h C, CM Cn 
q  1 
9  I 
3  2 4  8  0  2  
6  6  3  3 0  0  
7  7 3 8  0  0  
8  8  3 8  I I 
PRESS. 
hPa 
99'i.q 
q 9 3 . 8  
9 9 3 . 2  
g 9 3 . 0  
9 9 2 . 8  
9 q 2 . 8  
VIS 
km 
. O O  
4 . 0 0  
2 0 . 0 0  
2 . 0 0  
2 . 0 0  
4 . 0 0  
WIND 
d e q  kts 
Z4C 24 
2 5 0  2 8  
2 5 0  2 6  
2 4 0  2 8  
2 4 0  2 7  
2 5 0  1 9  
W H E R  
ww W, W; 
0 2  I /  
7 1  7  2  
0 1  2 2  
0 2  1  1  
0 2  1  l 
O.? 2  2  
TEMPERATURE 
AIR 
'C 
- 1 7 . 5  
- 1 7 . 5  
- 1 9 . 4  
- 1 5 . 9  
-18.5  
- 1 7 . 7  
OEW PT 
'C 
-21.6 
- 2 0 . 2  
-23.1  
-22.5 
-22.0  
-2O.'i 
WATER 
'C 
-1.8 
-1.8 
-1 .8  
-1.3 
- 1 . 8  
-1.3 

POSITION 
V A 
60.05 2.5â 
65.9s 2.5Â 
6 5 . 8 8  2.55 
e5.85 2.5E 
5 . 6 5  2.6E 
65.55 2.4E 
PRESS WIND TEMPERATURE 
AIR OEW PT WATER N 
hPa deq  kts 'C 'C 'C 
CLOUDS VIS WEAT 
k h i C" GI , 1 ^ 
POLARSTERN 168  6 5 . 7 5 s  2.50E 2 3 /  8 / 8 6  I 0 1 5 0  
- 8 0  - 6 0  - 4 0  - 2 0  0 2 0  
TEMPERATURE OEG C I+$ A I R  TEMP.  4 8 OEW P O I N T 1  
POLARSTERN I 7 0  6 5 . 3 6 5  2 .54E  2 3 1  8 / 8 6  2 3 1  6 
T E M P E R A T U R E  OEG C I * %  A I R  TEMP.  4 %  OEW P O I N T 1  

TIME POSITION 1 "TC 1 Ã A PRESS 
hP0 
- 
989.d 
9 9 1 . 0  
9 9 3 . 0  
9 9 5 . 0  
995.9  
997.8  
A U G U S T  1 9 8 6  
WIND TEMPERATURE CLOUOS VIS WEATHER 
ww W, w-, 
2 4 0  7 - 2 1 . 6  -24.3 -1.8 9 1 0 . 0 0  0 2  / / 
2 4 0  9 - 1 8 . 1  -21 .6  -1 .8  9 1 0 . 0 0  0 2  2 2 
2 3 0  1 6  -19 .1  - 2 2 . 8  -1.9 8 8 4 6 1 1 1.00  0 2  2 7. 
2 2 0  2 4  - 2 1 . 5  -24.8 -1.5 7 7 + 8 0 0 2 0 . 0 0  0 2  2 2 
2 2 0  2 7  - 2 1 . 5  -24.8 -1.8 7 7 4 8 0 0 1 0 . 0 0  0 2  2 2 
2 1 0  3 2  - 1 9 . 1  -22 .0  -1 .8  9 1 0 . 0 0  0 2  2 2 
POLARSTERN 172  6 4 . 9 0 s  2 .50E  2 4 /  8 /86  10157  
TEMPERATURE DEG C I*, A I R  TEMP. Ã ˆ  DEW P 0 1 N T )  
POLARSTERN 174 6 4 . 6 3 s  3 . 0 7 E  2 4 /  8 /86  231  0 
- 8 0  - 6 0  - 4 0  - 2 0  0 2 0  
TEMPERATURâ DEG C ( + X  A I R  TEMP. 0 ,  DEW P O I N T )  

25.AUGUST 1 9 3 6  
PRESS. WIND TEMPERATURE CLOUOS VIS WEAT 
AIR OEW PT WATER N ,^ h C, C* CÃ 
iP0 deq kts 'C 'C 'C km 
POLARSTERN I 7 6  6 4 . 5 0 s  3 . 3 0 E  2 5 /  8 / 8 6  10144  
7 
q 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
-80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 
T E M P E R A T U R E  D E G  C i*: A I R  TEMP.  Ã ˆ  DEM P O I N T )  
POLARSTERN 1 7 8  6 4 . 2 3 s  2 .54E  2 5 /  8 / 8 6  2 3 :  2  
-80  -60 -40 -20 0 2 0  
TE.1PESATURE D E G  C I+, A I R  i E M P .  b i  DEM P O I N T )  

POLARSTERN 180 6 3 . 8 5 s  l . 5 5 E  2 6 /  8 /86  10143  
A U G U S T  1 9 8 b  
-80 
TEMPERATURE 
TIME 
UTC 
h 
3 
6 
V 
1 
1 5  
l b  
POLARSTERN 182  6 3 . 6 5 s  1 .47E  2 6 /  8 / 8 6  231  2  
TEMPEQATURE DEG C ( Â ¥ *  A I R  TEMP. es DEW P O I N T )  
POSITION 
V Ã 
b + . l S  2,iE 
6 4 . 0 8  l . 9 ~  
6 3 - 9 5  1.7E 
- 3 . 8 8  1.5E 
53.68 1.5E 
0 3 . 6 8  l . + E  
PRESS. 
hPa 
q q 9 . q  
1 0 0 3 . 0  
laOb.3  
1 0 0 8 . 0  
1 0 0 9 . 0  
1 0 0 0 . 3  
WIND 
deq kts 
1 3 0  1 1  
1 5 0  11 
1 6 0  1 0  
1 4 0  ? 
'990 1 
9 9 0  2 
TEMPERATURE CLOUOS 
N F+, h C, C,, CÃ 
9 / 
9 1 
0 9 
0 q 
l 0 0 0 2 
7 7 4 8 0 0 
AIR 
'C 
-17 .8  
-19.5 
-21 .2  
- 2 1 . 3  
-19.6 
-18 .4  
VIS 
km 
1 0 . 0 0  
2 0 . 0 0  
20 .00  
20 .00  
2 0 . 0 0  
20 .00  
OEW PT 
-C 
- 2 l . q  
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3. Synoptic discussion 
3.1. Introduction 
To calculate mean surface pressure fields, the daily weather charts are covered by 
two grids of 5 by 5 degrees distance. Both grids differ by 2.5 degrees in latitude 
and longitude. The boundaries are 75%' and 45E in longitude and 45s  and 8 0 s  in 
latitude; east of the Greenwich meridian, the southern boundary is 75S, in view of 
the unreliable analysis over the Antarctic continent. 
Due to the high variability of synoptic systems there is no great value in the 
discussion of long term mean surface pressure charts. Rather, we intend to 
compare short term intervals under the aspect of synoptic scale variability, i.e. 
days with similar meteorological conditions. 
In addition to mean surface pressure charts, corresponding storm tracks (single 
line arrow) and movements of high pressure systems (double line arrow) give a 
closer view On the dynamics over the Weddell Sea area. 
For each synoptic interval the tracks are shown, giving the position marked by a 
crossed circle.To add more information the marking is supplied with two numbers 
showing the date in the upper position and the center pressure beneath. In each 
track chart the whole track of a system is plotted to show the total history of it. 
Tracks not falling into the synoptic interval are marked by interrupted lines. I t  
must be mentioned that  the positions plotted are transferred directly' from the 
daily weather charts. So the length of one arrow does not show a daily movement, 
necessarily. The time interval must be confirmed by looking into the particular 
daily weather chart. 
3.2. Mean su r face  pressure  c h a r t  16 J u l y  - 10 September  1986 
The chart shows three low centers. The absolute minimum is a t  the grid point 
72.5s and 37.5W with a center value of 981.1 hPa. The second one is located near 
67.5s and 17.5W with 981.9 hPa. The third low in the eastern part seems to have 
its center east of the calculated area. North of 60s there is a zonal flow with a 
weak trough a t  10W and a weak wedge a t  45W. 
As mentioned above this chart  is not very meaningful in synoptic terms.  
Calcuiations with this pressure field would not allow simuiations of meridional 
transports of heat  and momentum. The discussion below will show absolutely 
reversed conditions in pressure gradients and locations of pressure centers. 
The selection of time intervals with similar synoptic conditions does not fit with 
weather periods observed on board RV POLARSTERN, necessarily. Most of the 
time the heginning and end of an  interval is deterrnined by the life cycle of a 
dominating pressure system, e.g. a Weddell Sea depression or a blocking high. 
Before starting to describe weather phases in more detaii ,  the important role of 
the South American continent and the Antarctic peninsula for the weather over 
the Atlantic sector must be brought back in mind. From the northern hemisphere 
the impact of mountain ranges on the dynamics of the westerly flow is well 
known. Due to the distribution of land- and watermasses On the southern hemi- 
sphere, the Andes and - as  their southern continuation - the Antarctic peninsula 
are the only meridionally oriented mountain ranges within the westerly flow. The 
presence of the Weddell Sea basin with its western boundary formed by the 
peninsula proves to be the special feature of this geographic area responsible for 
the weather over the Atlantic sector of the southern ocean and perhaps the whole 
circulation around Antarctica. Due to the channelling effect of the peninsula and 
the presence of a favourite pressure field (e.g. Weddell Sea depression) cold air 
from the continent can flow far north and increase baroclinic instability, meeting 
with warm air of suptropical origin. So the Scotia Sea i s  a favourite site for cyclo- 
genesis for dynamic as  well as  thermodynamic reasons. 
3.3. Synop t i c  periods, mean  p re s su re  cha r t s ,  movements  of p ressure  
c e n t e r s  
3.3.1. High  o v e r  t he  cont inent ,  wedge  ove r  Weddel l  Sea  
16 Ju ly  - 20 J u l y  1986 
The continental high with a wedge into the Weddell Sea dominates this period. 
The low activity i s  relatively weak, no central pressure under 973 hPa is ob- 
served. The mean  circulation is opposite to the Weddell Gyre and should slow i t  
down a litte. This  constellation does not support developments in the Scotia Sea 
hecause of missing lee effects and missing cold air supply from the continent. 
The operation area of RV POLARSTERN south of Bouvet Island is situated right 
in  the frontal Zone north of 6 0 s  and is passed by some lows without any  
significant wind. 
3.3.2. High over peninsula, low 6 0 s  a n d  20W to 20E 
21 July - 24 J u l y  1986 
The mean surface chart shows a huge depression with a center near 60s and 05E. 
A small but nevertheless important high over the peninsula initiated this deve- 
lopment. The high built up due to strong advection of warm air ahead of the 
stationary low over the Bellingshausen Sea, shown in the period before. On the 
eastern side of this high cold air  out of the Weddell Sea area moved northward 
and formed a baroclinic Zone over the Scotia Sea, supporting the deepening of a 
low, which started on Ju ly  18th southwest of South Georgia and became 
stationary a t  6 2 s  and 18W. On the rear of this system the southerly flow 
increased. So a second wave moving eastwart north of South Sandwich Islands 
met  even strenger baroclinic conditions, deepened and slowed down after  
reaching hurricane force near 6 0 s  and 05E. 
The investigation area of RV POLARSTERN was influenced by both systems. 
Obscured sky and snowfall prevailed, with northeasterly winds in the beginning 
of this period. Later, when the second development reached hurricane force just 
northeast of RV POLARSTERN the winds turned to easterly and southeasterly 
directions. Although the hurricane center passed the ship relatively close, the 
observed winds did not match the actual pressure gradient, which is confirmed by 
buoy data. One reason might be icing of anemometers. But the Same phenomenon 
was observed by Ackley and Hibler (1983) when they compared actual with geo- 
strophic winds derived from Australian pressure analyses over Antarctic sea ice. 
They found discrepancies of about 5056, nearly the Same magnitude observed 
here. Looking into other cases of this cruise, this overestimation of actual wind 
speeds by geostrohpic calculation does not hold in the Same way. A closer look 
considering boundary layer aspects in connection with air mass analyses should 
bring a better understanding. 
3.3.3. Weddel Sea d e p r e s s i o n  
25 J u l y  - 3 Augus t  1986 
The mean surface pressure char t  from this period looks similar to the  longterm 
one. The  mean facts shown a r e  the low center in the  central Weddell S e a  and a 
belt of low pressure right north of the continental ice shelf. North of 6 5 s  we have 
a nearly zonal flow with a weak trough a t  25W. Looking into the track char t ,  we 
see t h a t  this trough is caused by waves moving o u t  of the area around south 
Sandwich Islands while deepening and turning southeast to the shelf ice edge. 
On J u l y  26th a low crosses the  peninsula relatively far south while deepening 
rapidly and turning right. Th is  low assumes a s tee r ing  function under  two 
aspects. First, advection of cold continental a i r  i s  init iated and continued to the 
north. Second, a westerly flow causes leewaves a t  the  nothern p a r t  of the  
peninsula. Both reasons together form most favourable conditions around south 
Shetland Islands for developments with rapid deepening. This occurs a t  J u l y  
28129th. With a center pressure of 938 hPa this hurricane turns southeast, later 
south due  to dynarnic reasons. I t  takes over the  steering function of the  southern 
& rear,  low, b u t  in  more northeasterly position just northwest of Halley Bay. A t  it-
cold a i r  is still led northward causing new storms to develop which t u r n  to the 
shelf ice edge. As a whole, the steering system moves from the southern Weddell 
Sea slowly northeastwards, later a t  the  end of this period eastward. 
In contrast to the mean chart ,  which shows a zonal flow north of 65S, wide ranges 
of meridional transport of a i r  masses occur. This t ime intervall was chosen to 
show a whole life cycle of a Weddell Sea depression. Better results in  estimating 
the meridional transports should be expected when dividing the period a t  Ju ly  
30th. 
In  the beginning, the area  of operation of RV POLARSTERN is still influenced by 
the slowly eastward moving pressure system of t h e  period before. A mainly 
easterly flow with some weak disturbances prevails. After a short high pressure 
influcence the winds t u r n  to westerly and  northwesterly directions on J u l y  
29130th and warm air is led into the  area,  reaching about  minus 5Â¡C O n  August 
3rd winds reach gale Force due  to the continuous eastwards moving of the  steering 
Weddell Sea  depression. On th i s  day temperature rises up to minus  2OC for a 
longer period. 
3,3,4. High over  peninsula,  low Halley Bay 
04 August  - 07 August  1986 
Streng advection of warm air in the area west of the peninsula builds up a high 
which is marked by a wedge shown in the mean surface pressure chart. At 30 W a 
strong frontal Zone is formed, A low moving rapidly south from the area of South 
Orkney a t  August 5th assumes the role a s  a steering center. The results are 
similar tracks of storm centers as  in the period before, hitting the shelf ice edge 
near NeumayeriSanae. In contrast to the intervall of 25 July - 3 August 1986 the 
center values are much higher. This indicates unfavourable constellations in the 
upper level flow. Although cold air On the rear of the steering center is led 
northwards, this effect is compensated by subsidence due to negative vorticity 
advection within a ridge/rear system of upper flow over Scotia Sea. Lows without 
exception fill up while moving through this area. 
RV POLARSTERN operates north of the belt of low pressure most of the time. 
Northwesterly flow prevails turning to north on August 6th, with a remarkable 
advection of warm air (minus 27OC to minus 4OC) ahead of a frontal system which 
crosses the area on August 7th. 
3.3.5. Weddell Sea  depression 
8 August  - 12 August  1986 a n d  13 August - 17 August  1986 
Both intervals have similar developments. The first period starts with weakening 
high pressure due to missing advection of warm a i r  West of the peninsula. 
Although the Halley Bay low existing in the period before weakened, i t  is still 
strong enough to initiate an advection of cold air northwards due to the leading 
effect of the peninsula. Increasing baroclinic conditions and favourate upper air 
flow form a hurricane east of south Shetland Islands and regenerate the Weddell 
Sea depression. The result is a similar development like in the period from 25 
July - 3 August 1986. 
The period from 13 August - 17 August 1986 reacts like that  from 4 August - 7 
August 1986. The steering center moves in a region northwest of Halley Bay and 
a high builds up over the peninsula. 
The investigation area of RV POLARSTERN is influenced by a well defined 
change between advection of cold and warm air.  A characteristic variation 
between minus 4 O C  and minus 25'C within two or three days is observed. The 
main wind direction varies from northwest to east with an extended period of 
wind speeds with gale force, from August 12th to 18th even hurricane force. 
3.3.6. Low over  eas tern  Weddell Sea, moving eas t  slow-ly 
18 August  - 24 August  1986 
This period terminates the regime of the Weddell Sea depression. Later on, high 
pressure influence dominates over the Central Weddell Sea. This fact is clearly 
shown by the mean surface pressure chart, having a ridge from the subtropic 
high to the continental high over Antarctica. 
The steering center is related to the hurricane northeast of Sanae on August 18th, 
which moves northeast. So the low crossing the peninsula on August 18th falls to 
regenerate the Weddell Sea system because i t  runs into an area with a ridgelrear 
constellation of upper flow, which i s  supposed to create subsidence due to 
advection of negative vorticity. 
The steering center becomes quasi-stationary near Novolazarevskaja; the main 
track of low centers is along 60s  eastward to 40E. The end of this period is 
initiated by a low, which crosses the peninsula on August 23rd. 
The investigation area of RV POLARSTERN during this period is influenced by 
the slowly eastward moving low. The winds calm down from hurricane force and 
turn to mainly southeasterly directions afterwards. Since the beginning of this 
period, variability in advection of different air masses is no longer observed. Cold 
air from the continent dominates. 
3.3.7. Weddell Sea  depression 
25 August - 27 August  1986 
The mean surface pressure chart shows some differences to earlier Weddell Sea 
depressions, having an additional low center northeast of South Georgia and a 
wedge from the continental high to the area east of Sanae. 
The reason might be the more northerly track of the low crossing the peninsula on 
August 23rd. Looking into earlier crossings the track was more southerly and had 
a more southerly component. The consequence is a southwesterly flow over the 
peninsula, which does not create lee effects. Waves observed earlier, with rapid 
deepening in the South Shetland area, are not possible. While the Weddell Sea 
depression fills up slowsly, waves to the north of the steering center have a track 
too for north to involve cold air from the continent. To the same extend a s  no cold 
air is led northward, warm air does not penetrate far south. 
High pressure prevails in the beginning in the investigation area  of RV 
POLARSTERN. On August 27th a frontal system crosses the ship with tempera- 
tures rising to minus 3'C. The ships position was, however, a t  63.5s and 3.5E; the 
warm air did not reach the continent. 
3.3.8. High ove r  Greenwich Meridian 
28 August - 30 August  1986 
This constellation resembles a blocking situation and enhances meridional air 
exhange. A high pressure ridge connecting the subtropical with the continental 
high weakens the lows moving east into the Weddell Sea. A trough extends from 
4.5s and 10W to the quasi-stationary system around 60s  and 30E. 
Weather around RV POLARSTERN is dominated by a southwesterly flow with 
advection of cold air. 
3.3.9. Weddell Sea depression 
31 August - 10 September 1986 
The previous development is terminated by a low crossing the peninsula on 
August 30th. Like an earlier track in the period from 25 August - 27 August 1986 
i t  crosses the peninsula too far north and with an enhanced westerly component, 
preventing intense lee effects in northern parts. A comparison with the period 8 
August - 17 August 1986 shows the differences. Earlier we had two secondary low 
centers east of Bransfield Strait  and a t  65s  and 35W. East of them, a long range 
northwesterly to northerly flow transports warm air and subtropical origin far 
south to the shelf ice edge. This feature is missing in the September period. A belt 
of low pressure is extending all  around the shelf ice front in a distance of 
approximately 300 nautical miles. North of i t  we have a nearly westerly flow, 
which prevents meridional exchange. This fact is confirmed by the storm tracks 
too. In the example of the earlier Weddell Sea depression, the tracks turned south 
to the region around NeumayerISanae and moved slowly east along the shelf ice 
front. In the September event, the tracks lay between 6 0 s  and 65s.  
The investigation area of RV POLARSTERN was situated between 62s  and 55s. 
As Seen in the storm track charts, the ship operated right in the main frontal Zone 
with frequent gale winds reaching hurricane force on September 6th and 10th. 
4. Conclusions 
The meridional mountain chain On the southern hemisphere, the Andes and its 
southerly continuation, the Antarctic peninsula, are the only barrier in the 
westerly flow. They play a significant role in the dynamics of cyclogenesis due to 
lee effects. In addition, the orographic effect on the eastern side of the peninsula 
forces cold air masses from the Antarctic continent far into the north. Thus, the 
area of the eastern sector of the southern Atlantic is a favourable site for rapid 
and intense cyclogenesis. Developments in this area play a major role for the 
synoptic situation a t  least in the investigated area. 
The most significant system is the Weddell Sea depression, which ought to have a 
forcing impact onto the Weddell Gyre. It  shows in the overall average pressure 
distribution (16 July to 10 September). However, long term pressure charts do not 
and cannot give a satisfying description of the synoptic events: they are not useful 
to simulate dynamics of sea ice, because they do not consider the high variability 
of pressure systems with the consequence of missing meridional a i r  mass 
exchange. 
Looking a t  the investigated period as a whole, i t  shows two different phases. From 
end of July to mid of August, in the area around the Greenwich Meridian, a large 
variability of the meridional exchange of heat and mornentum occurs. Subtropical 
air masses advance south to the shelf ice front, while cold air from the continent 
penetrates to the north. These events repeat with a significant time scale of two to 
three days. In contrast to these observations no large-scale meridional transport 
occurs in the second phase. 
An explanation for this change can be given from the synoptic viewpoint con- 
sidering the behaviour of the dominating Weddell Sea depression in  connection 
with orographic effects east of the Andes and the Antarctic peninsula.During the 
Erst period Weddell Sea depressions were initiated by a low crossing from the 
Bellingshausen Sea southwest to south over the peninsula into the southern 
Weddell Sea. This constellation is followed by orographically triggered lee waves 
a t  the northern part of the peninsula, which deepen rapidly and turn south, 
regenerating the steering system in the Weddell Sea. The typical track of waves 
north of i t  is from Scotia Sea south-eastwards to the area Neumayer/Sanae. 
Further on, they are led by the shelf ice front to the east, slowing down and filling. 
That  means a more or less continuous change in the advection of warm and cold 
air around Greenwich Meridian as  described above. 
During the second period from mid of August to September the Weddell Sea 
depression was still observed rather often, but did not have the Same effect on 
meridional flow. The explanation must be sought in the initial phase of a Weddell 
Sea depression, i.e. when i t  crosses the peninsula. If this happens more to the 
north, e.g. around 65s  to 6 7 s  with a more westerly ot southwesterly component, 
lee effects a t  the northern part of the peninsula are missed due to an unfavourable 
southwesterly stream. As a consequence the Weddell Sea depression i s  not 
regenerated by these lee effects and fills up. Lee waves are  formed further north 
a t  the Andes and have a track too far to the north to involve cold air from the 
continent, which would improve the baroclinic conditions. Now the main track of 
depressions is between 60s  and 6.5s eastwards, the mean trough is along 65S, 
which does not allow large scale meridional exchnge. 
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A P P E N D I X  
WMO Code Tables 
h - Height above ground of the base of the lowest cloud Seen 
CH -- Clouds of genera Cirrus,  Cirrocumulus a n d  Cirrostratus 
CL - -  C l o u d s  of g e n e r a  S t r a t o c u m u l u s ,  S t r a t u s ,  C u m u l u s  a n d  
Cumulonimbus 
CM -- Clouds of genera Atlociumulus, Altostratus and Nimbostratus 
ww -- present weather 
W - past weather (refers to W1 and Wz, respectively) 
CODE TABLES 
h - Height above ground of the base of the lowest cloud Seen 
Code 
flgure 
0 0 t o  5 0 m  
1 5 Ã ¼ t  1 0 0 m  
2 I Ã ¼ Ã ¼  2 0 0 m  
3 200 to  3 0 0 m  
4 3 0 0 t o  6 0 0 m  
5 6 0 0 t o 1 0 0 0 m  
6 1 0 0 0 t o 1 5 0 0 m  
7 1 5 0 0 t o 2 0 0 0 m  
8 2 0 0 0 t o 2 5 0 0 m  
9 2500 m o r  more, or no  clouds 
/ Helght of base of cloud not known W base of c louds a t  a level lower and tops at 
a level higher than that of the station 
N o t e s :  
(1) A height exactly equal to one of the values at the ends of the ranges shall be coded 
n the higher range; e.g., a height of 600 rn shall be reported by code figure 5. 
(2) Due to the limitation i n  range of the cloud-sensing equiprnent used by an automatic 
station, the code figures reported i o r  h could have one of the three fol lowing 
rneanings; 
( a )  The actual height of the base of the cloud is within the range indicated by the 
code figure; or 
(6) The height of the base of the cloud is  greater than the range indicated by the 
code figure but cannot be  deterrnined due t o  instrumental limitations; or 
( C )  There are no clouds vertically above the Station. 
W - Pasf weather 
Coda 
flgure 
Cloud covering '/, o r  less of the sky throughout the appropriate period 
Cloud covering rnore than of the sky during part of the appropriate period and 
covering '/, or kess during part of the period 
Cloud covering more than '/, of the sky throughout the appropriate period 
Sandstorm, duststorm or blowing snow 
Fog or ice fog or thick haze 
Drizzle 
Rain 
Snow, or rain and snow rnixed 
Shower(s) 
Thunderstorm(s) with or without precipitation 
CODE TABLES 
C H  - Clouds of the genera Cirrus, Cirrocumulus and Cirrostratus 
Code 
flgure Technical speclflcaiion~ 
No CH clouds 
Cirrus fibratus, sornetirnes uncinus, 
not  progressively invading the sky 
Cirrus spissatus, in  patches o r  
entangled sheaves, which usually do  
not  increase and sornetirnes seern 
to be the rernains of the upper part 
of a Curnulonirnbus; or Cirrus 
castellanus or floccus 
Cirrus spissatus curnulonirnboge- 
nitus 
Cirrus uncinus or fibratus, or both, 
progressively invading the sky; they 
generally thicken as a whole 
Cirrus (often in  bands) and Cirro- 
stratus, or Cirrostratus alone, pro- 
gressively invading the sky; they 
generally thicken as a whole, but 
the continuous veil does not  reach 
45 degrees above the horizon 
Cirrus (often in bands) and Cirro- 
stratus, or Cirrostratus alone, pro- 
gressively invading the sky; they 
generally thicken as a whole; the 
continuous veil extends rnore than 
45 degrees above the horizon, with- 
out the sky being totally covered 
Cirrostratus covering the whole sky 
Code Non-technlcal specifications 
No Cirrus, CIrrocurnulus or Cirro- 
stratus 
Cirrus in  the form of filaments, 
strands or hooks, not progressively 
invading the sky 
Dense Cirrus, in  patches o r  en- 
tangled sheaves, which usually do  
not increase and sornetirnes seern to 
be the remains of the upper part of 
a Curnulonirnbus; or Cirrus with 
sproutings in  the form of srnall tur- 
rets or battlernents, or Cirrus having 
the appearance of curnuliforrn tufts 
Dense Cirrus, often in  the form of 
an anvil, being the rernains of the 
upper parts of Curnulon~mbus 
Cirrus in the form of hooks or of 
filarnents, or both, progressively 
invading the sky; they generally 
becorne denser as a whole 
Cirrus (often in bands converging 
towards one point or two opposite 
points of the horizon) and Cirrostra- 
tus, or Cirrostratus alone; in  either 
case, they are progressively invading 
the sky, and generally growing 
denser as a whole, but the continu- 
ous veil does not reach 45 degrees 
above the horizon 
Cirrus (offen in  bands converging 
towards one point or two opposite 
points of the horizon) and Cirro- 
stratus, or Cirrostratus alone; i n  
either case, they are progressively 
invading the sky, and generally grow- 
ing denser as a whole; the continu- 
ous veil extends rnore than 45 degrees 
above the horizon, without the sky 
being totally covered 
Veil of Cirrostratus covering the 
celestial dorne 
CODE TAELES CH - Ci. 
(Code 05l9 - contlnued) 
Code 
flgure Technlcal speclflcatlons Non-technlcal speciflcatlons 
8 Cirrostratus not progressively Invad- 8 
ing the sky and not entlrely cover- 
ing i t  
9 Cirrocumulus alone, or Cirrocumu- 9 
lus predominant among the CH 
clouds 
/ CH clouds invisible owing to dark- / 
ness, foq, blowing dust or sand, or 
othersimilar phenomena, or because 
of a continuous layer of lower clouds 
Cirrostratus not  progressively in- 
vading the sky and not  completely 
covering the celestial dome 
Cirrocumulus alone, o r  Cirrocumu- 
lus accompanled by Cirrus or Cirro- 
stratus, or both, but CIrrocumulus 
I s  predominant 
Cirrus, Cirrocumulus and Cirro- 
stratus invisible owing to darkness, 
fog, blowing dust  or sand, or other 
similar phenomena, or more often 
because of the presence of a conti- 
nuous layer of lower clouds 
CL - Clouds of the genera Stratocumu/us, Stratus, Cumulus and 
Curnu/onimbus 
Code 
flgure Technlcal speciflcationa 
No CL clouds 
Cumulus humilis or Cumulus fractus 
other than of bad weather,' or both 
Cumulus rnediocris or congestus, 
with or without Cumulus of species 
fractus or hurnilis or Stratocumu- 
lus, all having their bases at the 
Same level 
Cumulonirnbus calvus, with or with- 
out  Curnulus. Stratocumulus or 
Stratus 
Stratocumulus cumuloqenitus 
Stratocumulus other than Strato- 
cumulus cumulogenitus 
Non-technical speclflcationa 
No Stratocumulus, Stratus, Cumu- 
lus or Cumulonimbus 
Cumulus with little vertical extent 
and seemingiy flattened, or ragged 
Curnuius other than of bad weather,* 
or both 
Cumulus of moderate o r  stronq ver- 
tical extent, generally with protu- 
berances i n  the form of domes 
or towers, either accornpanied or 
not by other Cumulus or by Strato- 
curnulus, al l  having their bases at 
the Same level 
Curnulonirnbus the summits of 
which, at least partially, lack sharp 
outlines, but  are neither clearly 
fibrous (cirriform) nor  in the form 
of an anvil; Cumulus, Stratocurnulus 
or Stratus rnay also be  present 
Stratocumulusformed by the spread- 
ing out of Cumulus; Cumulus may 
also be present 
Stratocurnulus not resultinq from 
the spreading out  of Cumulus 
* "Bad weather" denotea the conditlons which generaily eilst during precipitation and a short time 
betore and aiter. 
(continued) 
CODE TABLES CL - CM 
(Code 0513 - continued) 
Code 
flgure Technical speciflcationn 
6 Stratus nebulosus or Stratus fractus 
other than of bad weather,' or both 
7 Stratus fractus or Curnulus fractus 
of bad weather,. or both (pannus), 
usually below Altostratus or Nlrnbo- 
stratus 
8 Cumulus and Stratocurnulus other 
than Stratocurnulus curnulogenitus, 
with bases at different levels 
9 Curnulonirnbus capillatus (often with 
an anvil), with or without Cumulo- 
nirnbus calvus, Cumulus, Strato- 
curnulus, Stratus or pannus 
/ CL clouds invisible owing to dark- 
ness, fog, blowing dust  o r  sand, or 
other sirnilar phenornena 
Stratus In a rnore or less contl- 
nuous sheet or layer, or in ragged 
shreds, o r  both, but no Stratus 
fractus of bad weather * 
Stratus fractus of bad weather * or 
Curnulus fractus of bad weathar, o r  
both (pannus), usually below Alto- 
stratus or Nimbostratus 
Curnulus and Stratocurnulus other 
than that forrned frorn the spread- 
Ing  out of Cumulus; the base of 
the Curnulus is  at a different ievel 
f rom that of the Stratocurnulus 
Curnulonirnbus, the upper part of 
which Is clearly fibrous (cirriforrn), 
often in  the form of an anvil; either 
accompanied or not by Curnulo- 
nirnbus without anvil or f ibrous 
upper part, by Curnulus, Strato- 
curnulus, Stratus or pannus 
Stratocurnulus, Stratus, Curnulus 
and Cumulonirnbus invisible owing 
to darkness, fog, blowing dust or 
sand, or other similar phenornena 
"Bad weather" denotes the conditlons which generally exist during precipitatlon and a short time 
before and afler. 
CM - Clouds of the genera A/tocumulus, Altostratus and Nimbo- 
stratus 
Code 
figure Technical specificationn 
0 No CM clouds 0 
1 Altostratus translucidus 1 
2 Altostratus opacus o r  Nimbostratus 2 
N o  Altocurnulus, Altostratus or 
Nimbostratus 
Altostratus, the greater Part of 
which is  serni-transparent; through 
th is  part the sun or rnoon rnay be 
weakly visible, as through ground 
glass 
Altostratus, the greater part of 
which is  sufficiently dense to hide 
the sun or moon, o r  Nimbostratus 
CODE TABLES 
(Co& OS15 - continuea 
Code 
flgure Technical apeclficatlons 
Altocumulus translucidus at a sin- 
gle level 
Patches (offen lenticular) of Alto- 
cumulus translucidus, continually 
changing and occurring at one or 
more levels 
Altocumulus translucidus i n  bands, 
or one or more layers of Altocumu- 
lus translucidus or opacus, progres- 
sively invading the sky; these Alto- 
curnulus clouds generally thicken as 
a whole 
Altocumulus cumulogenitus (or 
cumulonimbogenitus) 
Altocurnulus translucidus or opacus 
i n  two or rnore layers, or Altocurnu- 
lus opacus in  a single layer, not 
progressively invading the sky, or 
Altocurnulus with Altostratus or 
Nimbostratus 
Altocumulus castellanus or floccus 
Altocumulus of a chaotic sky, ge- 
nerally at several levels 
CM clouds invisible owing to dark- 
ness, fog, blowing dust or sand, or 
other similar phenomena, or because 
of a continuous layer of lower 
clouds 
Altocumulus, the greater part of 
which is  semi-transparent: the va- 
rious elements of the cloud change 
only slowly and are all at a single 
level 
Patches (often in the form of 
almonds or fishes) of Altocumulus, 
the greater part of which is serni- 
transparent; the clouds occur at one 
or rnore levels and the elernents are 
continually changing in appearance 
Semi-transparent Altocumulus in  
bands, or Altocumulus in  one or 
more fairly continuous layers (semi- 
transparent or opaque), progres- 
sively invading the sky; these Alto- 
cumulus clouds generally thicken as 
a whole 
Altocurnulus resulting frorn the 
spreading out of Curnulus (or Cumu- 
lonirnbus) 
Altocumulus i n  two or rnore layers, 
usually opaque in places, and not 
progressively invading the sky; o r  
opaque layer of Altocurnulus, not  
progressively invading the sky: o r  
Altocumulus together with Al to-  
stratus or Nimbostratus 
Altocumulus with sproutings in  the 
form of small towers or battlernents, 
or Altocumulus having the appear- 
ance of cumuliform tufts 
Altocurnulus of a chaotic sny, ge- 
nerally at several levels 
Altocumulus, Altostratus and Nim- 
bostratus invisible owing to dark- 
ness, fog, blowing dust or sand, or 
other sirnilar phenornena, or rnore 
often because of the presence of a 
continuous layer of lower clouds 
CODE TABLES 
ww - Present weather 
ww = 00 - 49 No precjpifafion at fhe sfation at the time of observation 
w w =  00 - 19 No precipitation, fog, ice fog (except for 1 1  and 12), duststorm, sandstorm, 
drifting or blowing Snow at the station * at the t ime of o b s e ~ a t i o n  or, 
except for 09 and 17, during the preceding hour 
Code flgure 
Cloud developrnent not observed or not 
observable 1 
Clouds generally dissolving or becorning less characteristic Change 
developed of the state of sky 
State of sky On the whole unchanged 1 during the past hour 
Clouds generally forming or developing 1 
Visibility reduced by smoke, e.g., veldt or forest fires, industrial smoke 
or volcanic ashes 
Haze 
Widespread dust  i n  suspension in  the air, not raised by wind at or near 
the station at the time of observation 
Dust  or sand raised by wind at or near the station at the time of observa- 
tion, but no well-developed dust whirl(s) o r  sand whirl(s), and no  dust- 
storm or sandstorm Seen; or, in  the case of ships, blowing Spray at the 
station 
Well-developed dust whirl(s) or sand whirl(s) Seen at or near the station 
during the preceding hour or at the t ime of observation, but no duststorm 
or  sandstorm 
Duststorm or sandstorrn within sight at the t ime of observation, or at the 
station during the preceding hour 
Mist 
1 1  Patches of shallow fog or ice fog at the station, whether on land or I More o r  Iess sea, not  deeper than about 2 rnetres On land or 10 rnetres 
l 2  1 continuous 1 at sea 
13 Lightning visible, no thunder heard 
14 Precipitation within sight, not reaching the ground or the surface o f  the sea 
15 Precipitation within sight, reaching the ground o r  the surface of the sea, 
but distant, i.e., estimated to be more than 5 km, from the station 
16 Precipitation within sight, reaching the ground o r  the surface of the sea, 
near to, but no t  at the station 
17 Thunderstorm, bu t  no precipitation at the t ime of observation 
18 Squalls 1 at o r  within sight of the station during the preceding 
19 Funnel cloud(s) ** 1 hour  or at the time of observation 
The expresslon "at the station" refers to a land station or a shlo. 
** Tornado cloud or waterspout. 
wW CODE TABLES 
(Code fable 4677 - continued) 
ww = 20-29 Precipitation, fog, ice fog or thunderstorm at the station during the preced- 
ing hour but not at the time of obsewation 
Code figure 
Drizzle (not freezing) or Snow grains 
Rain (not freezing) 
Snow 1 not falling as shower(s) 
Rain and Snow or ice pellets 
Freezing drizzle or freezing rain 
Shower(s) of rain 
Shower(s) of snow, or of rain and Snow 
Shower(s) of hail*, or of rain and hail* 
Fog or ice fog 
Thunderstorm (with or  without precipitation) 
* Hall, small hall, snow pellets. French: grele, gr6sil ou neige roulke. 
ww = 30-39 Duststorm, sandstorm, drifting or blowing snow 
1 Slight or moderate dust- ( storm or sandstorm 
Severe duststorm or 
sandstorm 
- has decreased during the preceding 
hour 
- no appreciable change during the 
preceding hour 
l - has begun or has increased during the preceding hour 
- has decreased during the preceding 
hour 
- no appreciable change during the 
preceding hour 
- has begun or has increased during 
the preceding hour 
Slight or moderate drifting Snow 1 
I generally low (below eye level) Heavy drifting Snow 
Slight or moderate blowing snow 1 
I generally high (above eye level) Heavy blowing snow 
ww = 40 - 49 Fog or ice fog at the time of observation 
40 Fog or ice fog at a distance at the time of obsewation, but not at the station 
during the preceding hour, the fog or ice fog extending to a level above 
?hat of the observer 
41 Fog or ice fog in patches 
42 Fog or ice fog, sky visible 1 has become thinner during the preceding 
43 Fog or ice fog, sky invisible 1 hour 
(continued) 
CODE TABLES WW 
(Code lable 4677 - conttnued) 
Code figure 
44 Fog or ice fog, sky visible 1 no appreciable change during the preced- 
45 Fog or ice fog, sky invisible ( ing h0ur 
46 Fog or ice fog, sky visible 1 has begun or has become thicker during 
47 Fog or ice fog, sky invisible J the preceding hour 
48 Fog, depositing rime, sky visible 
49 Fog, depositing rime, sky invisible 
ww = 50 - 99 Precipitation af fhe stafion at the firne of observation 
ww = 50 - 59 Drizzle 
Drizzle, not freezing, interrnittent 1 
slight at time of observation Drizzle, not freezing, continuous J 
Drizzle, not freezing, interrnittent } moderate at time of observation Drizzle, not freezing, continuous 
Drizzle, not freezing, interrnittent \ heavy (dense) at time of observation Drizzle, not freezing, continuous 1 
Drizzle, freezing, slight 
Drizzle, freezing, moderate or heavy (dense) 
Drizzle and rain, slight 
Drizzle and rain, moderate or heavy 
Rain 
Rain, not freezing, Interrnittent 
slight at time of observation Rain, not freezing, continuous 1 
Rain, not freezing, interrnittent 
moderate at time of observation Rain, not freezing, continuous ( 
Rain, not freezing, interrnittent ' heavy at time of observation Rain, not freezing, continuous J 
Rain, freezing, slight 
Rain, freezing, moderate or heavy 
Rain or drizzle and snow, slight 
Rain or drizzle and snow, moderate or heavy 
ww = 70 - 79 Solid precipitation not in showers 
70 Intermittent fall of snowflakes 
slight at time of observation 
71 Continuous fall of snowflakes 1 
72 Intermittent fall of snowflakes ' moderate at time of observation 
73 Continuous fall of snowflakes 1 
WW CODE TABLES 
(Code table W7 - continued) 
Code flgure 
74 Intermittent fall of snowflakes ' heavy at time of observation 
75 Continuous fall of snowflakes \ 
76 Diamond dust (with or without fog) 
77 Snow grains (with o r  without fog) 
78 Isolated star-like snow crystals (with or without fog) 
79 Ice pellets 
w w  - 80-99 Showery precipitatlon, or precipitatlon with current or recent thunder- 
storm 
ww 
80 Rain shower(s), slight 
81 Rain shower(s), moderate or heavy 
82 Rain shower(s), violent 
83 Shower(s) of rain and snow mixed, slight 
84 Shower(s) of rain and snow mixed, moderate o r  heavy 
85 Snow shower(s), sl ight 
86 Snow shower(s), moderate or heavy 
87 ] Shower(s) of snow pellets or 
small hail, with o r  without rain 
88 ( or rain and snow mixed 
89 Shower(s) of h a i l *  with or 1 without rain or rain and snow 
90 mixed, not associated with 1 thunder 
91 Sllght rain at time of observation 
92 Moderate or heavy rain at time of 
observation 
93 Slight snow, or rain and snow mixed 
or hail" at time of observation 
94 Moderate or heavy snow, or rain and 
snow mixed or hall** at time of 
observation 
95 Thunderstorm, slight or moderate, 
without hail", but with rain and/or 
snow at time of observation 
96 Thunderstorm, slight or moderate, 
with hail" at time of observation 
97 Thunderstorm, heavy, without hail*', 
but with rain and/or snow at time of 
observation 
98 Thunderstorm combined with dust- 
storm or sandstorm a t  t ime of obser- 
vation 
99 Thunderstorm, heavy, with hail** 
at t ime of observation 
French: ar+!e 
- slight 
- moderate or heavy 
- 1 - moderate or heavy 
thunderstorm during th 
ceding hour but not  at 
observation 
.e pre- 
time of 
thunderstorm at time of 
observation 
'* Hall, srnall hall, snow pellets. French: grele, gresil ou neige roulee. 
Folgende Hefte der Reihe ,,Berichte zur olarforschung" 
sind bisher erschienen: Verkaufspreis 
* Sonderheft Nr. 111981 - ,,Die Antarktis und ihr Lebensraum" 
Eine EinfÃ¼hrun fÃ¼ Besucher - Herausgegeben im Auftrag von SCAR 
Heft Nr. 111982 - ,,Die Filchner-Schelfeis-Expedition 1980/1981" 
zusammengestellt von Heinz Kohnen 
Heft Nr. 211982 - ,,Deutsche Antarktis-Expedition 1980/1981 mit FS ,Meteorc " 
First International BIOMASS Experiment (FIBEX) - Liste der Zooplankton- und MikronektonnetzfÃ¤ng 
zusammengestellt von Norbert Klages 
Heft Nr. 311982 - ,,Digitale und analoge Krill-Echolot-Rohdatenerfassung an Bord des Forschungs- 
schiffes ,Meteoru' (im Rahmen von FIBEX 1980/81, Fahrtabschnitt ANT III), von Bodo Morgenstern 
Heft Nr. 411982 - ,,Filchner-Schelfeis-Expedition 1980/81M 
Liste der PlanktonfÃ¤ng und LichtstÃ¤rkemessunge 
zusammengestellt von Gerd Hubold und H, Eberhard Drescher 
* Heft Nr. 511982 - "Joint Biological Expedition on RRS 'John Biscoe', February 1982" 
by G. Hempel and R. B. Heywood 
* Heft Nr. 611982 - -Antarktis-Expedition 1981/1982 (Unternehmen ,EiswarteC)" 
zusammengestellt von Gode Gravenhorst 
Heft Nr. 711982 - ,,Marin-Biologisches Begleitprogramm zur Standorterkundung 1979/80 mit MS ,Polar- 
sirkel' (Pre-Site Survey)" - Stationslisten der Mikronekton- und ZooplanktonfÃ¤ng sowie der Bodenfischerei 
zusammengestellt von R. Schneppenheim 
Heft Nr. 811983 - "The Post-Fibex Data Interoretation Workshoo" 
by D. L. Cram and J.-C. Freytag with the collab'oration of J. W. ~chmidt ,  M. Mall, R. Kresse, T. Schwinghammer 
Heft Nr. 911983 - "Distribution of some groups of zooplankton in the inner Weddell Sea in summer 1 979/80n I S 
bv I. Hemoel, G. Hubold, B. Kaczmaruk, R. Keller, R. Weiqmann-Haass 
Heft Nr. 1011983 - ,,Fluor im antarktischen Ã¶kosystemm DFG-Symposium November 1982 
zusammengestellt von Dieter Adelung 
Heft Nr. 11/1983 - "Joint Biological Expedition on RRS 'John Biscoe', February 1982 (11)" 
Data of micronecton and zooplankton hauls, by Uwe Piatkowski 
Heft Nr. 1211983 - ,,Das biologische Programm der ANTARKTIS-I-Expedition 1983 mit FS ,Polarsternc " 
Stationslisten der Plankton-, Benthos- und GrundschleppnetzfÃ¤ng und Liste der Probennahme an Robben 
und VÃ¶geln von H. E. Drescher, G. Hubold, U. Piatkowski, J. PlÃ¶t und J. VoÃ 
Heft Nr. 1311983 - ,,Die Antarktis-Expedition von MS ,PolarbjÃ¶rn 1982/83" (Sommercampagne zur 
Atka-Bucht und zu den Kraul-Bergen), zusammengestellt von Heinz Kohnen 
* Sonderheft Nr. 211983 - ,,Die erste Antarktis-Expedition von FS ,Polarsternc (Kapstadt, 20. Januar 1983 - 
Rio de Janeiro, 25. MÃ¤r 1983)", Bericht des Fahrtleiters Prof. Dr. Gotthilf Hempel 
* Sonderheft Nr. 311983 - ,,Sicherheit und uberleben bei Polarexpeditionen" 
zusammengestellt von Heinz Kohnen 
Heft Nr. 1411983 - ,,Die erste Antarktis-Expedition (ANTARKTIS I) von FS ,Polarsternr 1982/83" 
herausgegeben von Gotthilf Hempel 
Sonderheft Nr. 411983 - "On the Biology of Krill Euphausia superba" - Proceedings of the Seminar 
and Report of the Krill Ecology Group, Bremerhaven 12.-16. May 1983, edited by S. B. Schnack 
Heft Nr. 1511983 - "German Antarctic Expedition 1980/81 with FRV 'Walther Herwig' and RV 'Meteor' " - 
First International BIOMASS Experiment (FIBEX) - Data of micronekton and zooplankton hauls 
by Uwe Piatkowski and Norbert Klages 
Sonderheft Nr. 511984 - "The observatories of the Georg-von-Neumayer Station", by Ernst Augstein 
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